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Superconducting Receiver Coils for 
Sodium Magnetic Resonance Imaging 

J. R. Miller,* K. Zhang, Q. Y. Ma, I. K. Mun, K. J. Jung, 
J. Katz, D. W. Face, and D. J. Kountz 

Abstract- We present the results from sodium magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI) experiments using high-temperature superconducting 
(HTS) receiver coils. Sodium imaging has been shown to have great 
potential for the assessment of cell integrity but suffers from a 
substantially lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) than that of hydrogen 
imaging. The use of an HTS receiver coil was found to significantly 
increase the SNR relative to an equivalent copper receiver coil at room 
temperature. The SNR gains afforded by HTS coils can also be used 
to decrease the imaging time. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The noise floor of conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

systems is determined by the receiver coil noise for low frequency 
imaging and small fields of view (FOV). The signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) can be increased under these conditions by reducing the 
coil noise. High-temperature superconducting (HTS) coils below 
their critical temperature exhibit extremely low noise in the radio 
frequency (RF) range as a result of their low ac resistance. Some 
prior studies have focused on lowering the thermal noise of copper 
receiving coils by decreasing the operating temperature of the coil 
[I] and [ 2 ] .  However, the Johnson noise power is proportional to 
the product of temperature and resistance. Copper cannot achieve 
the same minimum noise level in the RF range because the surface 
resistance of copper is orders of magnitude greater than high quality 
HTS material. 

The imaging of sodium nuclei holds enormous potential as a 
diagnostic tool in distinguishing normal and damaged tissue. In some 
cases, sodium MRI has shown potential clinical advantages over 
hydrogen MRI, in particular with regard to early detection of certain 
brain disorders [3]. Much of the current work involving sodium 
is focused on multiple-quantum filtered (MQF) imaging [4], [5].  
The major objective of these studies is to map the intracellular and 
extracellular sodium compartments [6]. The transmembrane sodium 
gradient is found to be sensitive to disease and consequently there is 
great interest in differentiating the sodium compartments. However, 
the low sensitivity of sodium has been the major obstacle to MQF 
imaging [7]. 

Previous studies have shown HTS coils to significantly increase the 
SNR relative to equivalent copper coils. Black et al. developed HTS 
coils for microscopy at 7 T and improved the SNR by about a factor 
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Fig. 1. A TBCCO superconducting receiver coil for sodium MRI. 

Fig. 2. 
is about 37000 at a center frequency of about 33 MHz. 

Response of a sodium receiver coil fabricated from TBCCO. The Q 

of 10 [8]. The same group made further refinements and reported 
that the SNR increased by a factor of 30 relative to a copper coil 
at room temperature [9]. More recently, a 9.4-T microscopy system 
that incorporates an HTS coil was demonstrated [lo]. These studies 
have all focused on hydrogen imaging. The marginal signal levels of 
sodium provide the ideal situation for applying HTS receiver coils. 
Moreover, due to the low Lamor frequency of sodium, HTS coils can 
achieve SNR gains at high magnetic field strengths. In this paper, 
we describe the design of an HTS receiver coil system for sodium 
imaging and present the results of sodium imaging experiments. 

11. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND METHODS 

A. HTS Receiver Coil 

The HTS receiver coil used for this study was fabricated from a 
TlzBa2CaCu208 (TBCCO) film on a LA103 substrate [ l l ] .  The 
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Fig. 3. Image profiles for (a) an HTS coil and (b) a room temperature copper coll. Each profile consists of 256 pixels. The SNR IS Improved by a 
factor of ten with the HTS coil. 

critical temperature (Tc) of the film is about 105 K. The coil 
design consists of a single coil inductor with interdigital capacitors 
between the turns of the inductor [12]. Dielectric loss is minimized 
in this design by the use of distributed capacitance which reduces the 
voltages associated with the fringing capacitances. The coil design 
is convenient from a fabrication perspective in that the design does 
not require a crossover which would be necessary for multiturn spiral 
coils. This avoids the complications associated with the fabrication 
of a multilevel structure. The films were fabricated using off-axis 
sputtering and patterned by ion mlling. A Teflon film was then 
deposited after patterning to protect the coil from degradation. Fig. 1 
shows a photograph of the HTS coil. 

The coil was designed to resonate at the Larmor frequency of 
sodium in a 3-T field. The outer and inner diameters of the coil are 
2.45 and 1.8 cm, respectively. The coil dimensions were chosen to 
achieve a significant SNR gain factor. The inductor line widths are 
100 p m  and the interdigital fingers are 33-pm wide and spaced 22 
p m  apart. 

B. Copper Receiver Coil 

For the purpose of comparison a copper receiver coil was fabri- 
cated. As pointed out by van Heteran et al. [13], an ideal comparison 
would be between two coils of identical geometry with only the 
conductor material changed. However, a copper coil of identical 
geometry would exhibit very high conductor resistance and would 
therefore not be a fair companson. A copper coil was therefore 
constructed which has wider windings but has a similar magnetic field 
pattern and FQV. The outer and inner diameters of the coil are 2.45 
and 2.2 cm, respectively. The copper coil consists of tightly wound 
22-gauge enamel-covered solid copper wire and a fixed capacitance. 

C. Helium Cryostat i 

The strong magnetic field produced by MRI magnets introduces 
vortex flux structures in the HTS material. These fluxoids tend to 
gather in regions of the material with grain boundaries. The motion 
of fluxoids is believed to be a dominant loss mechanism. The loss 
resulting from fluxoid motion is increased at temperatures near TC 
and can therefore be reduced by operating the superconductor at lower 
temperatures. Consequently, liquid helium is the preferred cryogen, 
permitting operation of the HTS coil well below Tc. The use of liquid 
helium, however, requires a vacuum insulated cryostat in order to 
achieve sufficiently low temperatures and maintain the helium boiloff 
rate at an acceptably low level. Most cryostats also incorporate a 

radiation shield to reduce the radiant heat flux. The metal content 
of these shields gives rise to eddy current losses and disturbs the 
homogeneity of the magnetic field. 

A custom flow cryostat was designed and constructed which 
includes a nonmagnetic and nonconductive section in the critical 
region around the HTS coil and sample. The 6-in-long section 
is vacuum insulated with 1.5-in-square polyvinylchloride (PVC). 
Sapphire provides thermal contact between the HTS coil and the 
copper cold stage, through which liquid helium flows. Sapphire was 
chosen for its excellent low temperature thermal properties and low 
dielectric loss. The vertical position of the sapphire can be adjusted 
to within 1 mm of the PVC wall or about 3 mm from the sample. 
This arrangement allows the HTS coil to be optimally positioned 
depending on where the region of interest is located. 

The necessary connections to the HTS coil from the outside world 
are accomplished with two O-ring sealed feed-throughs. The first 
feed-through accommodates a 50 s1 coaxial transmission line which is 
inductively coupled to the HTS coil. This coupling scheme preserves 
the SNR gain afforded by the HTS coil and provides an efficient 
way to match the input impedance of the preamplifier to the HTS 
coil [14]. The second feed-through is used for a tuning rod which 
provides a way of finely adjusting the resonant frequency of the HTS 
coil. Small adjustments are almost always necessary for each new 
sample because the electric and magnetic coupling of the HTS coil 
to the sample inevitably induces shifts in the resonant frequency. 

The cryostat is equipped with a heater and platinum resistance 
thermometer, located in the copper cold stage. Platinum thermometers 
are capable of reliable operation in a high magnetic field environment. 
An external temperature controller mamtams the HTS coil at 40 K 
kO.1 K via a nonmagnetic electronic feed-through. 

111. COIL MEASUREMENTS 
Coils are often characterized by a quality factor (Q) which is a 

measure of the amount of energy stored compared to the losses in 
the coil. High Q coils have reduced resistance which implies low 
Johnson noise and a higher SNR, assuming of course that coil noise is 
dominant. The Q of the HTS coil and copper coil were determined by 
performing reflection measurements with a Hewlett-Packard 8753A 
network analyzer. The HTS coil had a Q of 20000 f 4% when the 
impedance was matched. The loaded Q, Q L ,  of the resonator can be 
expressed as QL1 = QT1 + &U1, where Qe and &U are the external 
and unloaded Q, respectively. The external Q is the effective Q of 
the loading produced by the external circuitry and the unloaded Q is 
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the intrinsic Q of the actual resonator which, in the case of the HTS 
coil, is determined primarily by losses due to the substrate. Since the 
external and unloaded Qs are equal when the resonator is matched, 
this means that the unloaded Q of the resonator is about 40000. 
Fig. 2 shows the response of the HTS coil. The room temperature 
copper coil had a loaded Q of 150 f 4%. 

The HTS coil and copper coil resonated at frequencies within a 
hundred kilohertz of their designed resonant frequency. The tuning 
rod was then used for fine tuning about the resonant frequency, 
Initially, difficulties were encountered with the frequency stability of 
the resonator but these difficulties were largely overcome by operating 
the resonator at temperatures well below Tc. At temperatures ‘slightly 
below TC small temperature fluctuations result in large changes 
of the resonant frequency but at lower temperatures, the resonant 
frequency is less sensitive to temperature fluctuations. In addition, 
measures were taken to dampen mechanical vibrations in order to 
reduce microphonics. 

The Q was found to be highly dependent on the sodium concen- 
tration of the phantom. The 30-mM sodium phantom used in these 
studies reduced the Q of the HTS coil to about 2500 & 4%. This is 
an unavoidable loss in MRI of conductive bodies. 

The Q values did not change significantly when the HTS coil was 
placed in the imager. This is partly due to the HTS coil being situated 
parallel to the magnetic field component but this also indicates that 
the HTS film is of high quality with few grain boundaries. 

IV. IMAGING EXPERIMENTS 

All experiments were performed using a 3-T, 6-in bore magnet. 
Two-dimensional Fourier imaging experiments were run on sodium 
phantoms with a repetition time of 100 ms, spin echo time of 6 ms and 
four averages. The receiver bandwidth was 5 kHz. Sodium phantoms 
were imaged with the room temperature copper coil and HTS receiver 
coil described above. The image intensity profiles acquired are shown 
in Fig. 3(a) and (b) for the identical acquisition parameters. The 
phantom consisted of two sealed chambers both containing a 30-mM 
NaCl solution separated by a 6-mm-thick Plexiglas dividing wall. 
The HTS coil image profile, shown in Fig. 3(a), has a very low noise 
floor and clearly shows the dividing wall of the phantom. The copper 
coil image profile, shown in Fig. 3(b), suffers from the addition of 
substantial noise. A quantitative measurement of the image intensity 
profiles found the SNR was increased by a factor of ten for the HTS 
coil. Remembering the relationship between SNR and imaging time, 
this means that the imaging time could be decreased by a factor of 
100. 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have designed and constructed an HTS receiver coil system for 
sodium imaging. The HTS coil system was described and the results 
from sodium imaging experiments were presented. The image profiles 
obtained demonstrate the significant SNR gains that can be achieved 
by using HTS coils at this frequency and coil size. The gains afforded 
by HTS coils can alternatively be used to decrease the imaging time. 
Reduced imaging time is particularly important for in vivo sodium 
imaging which often relies on extensive time averaging to obtain the 
necessary SNR. Refinements in the HTS coil system, such as reducing 
other noise sources, should yield further improvements in the SNR. 
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